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Dk Childrens Encyclopedia
The ideal source for today's information-seeking youngster, this book and CD-ROM
pack shows you what the others can only tell you. More than 3,500 spectacular
illustrations bring the pages of the DK Children's Illustrated Encyclopedia to life, with
subjects ranging from science and technology to world history, music, and art, from
literature and the arts to medicine, sports, and much more! A special fact-finder section
featuring maps, charts, and tables makes details quick and easy to find, and a complete
index covers all of the 450 major category listings included in the book. The Eyewitness
Children's Encyclopedia CD-ROM includes a glossary and search function, 3-D virtual
environments to explore, and more than 650,000 words covering every subject
imaginable. For school projects, in-depth reports, quick fact-checking or even just for
fun, the Children's Encyclopedia Pack is the place to go for answers. (CD-ROM
minimum system requirements: Windows 95/98, Pentium 75 MHz processor, 16 Mb
RAM, 4x CD-ROM, 25 Mb hard drive, 800 x 600 display, 16-bit color monitor, 16-bit
sound card)
Meet the people of the world and find out about some of the fascinating cultures that
make up our global community. From Spaniards to Samoans, and the Miao to the
Miskitu, this fully updated edition of DK's popular Encyclopedia of Peoplewill take you
on a worldwide tour of continents, peninsulas, and islands to discover what life is like
for the billions of people on our planet. Discover how the Yakut people survive in the
Arctic temperatures of Siberia, or why tattoos are so important in Maori culture. Learn
about the Mbendeje people's hunting sign language that lets them silently creep up on
unsuspecting prey. People and Places- a children's encyclopedia allows you to explore
different cultures through illuminating photography and bitesize chunks of information.
The perfect companion to geography and culture projects for school-aged children, this
book is a treasure trove of facts and information about the people that make up our
world.
Take a closer look at the amazing, extraordinary and fascinating Human Body. Jampacked with over 100 body parts with a journey involving your head, shoulders, knees,
toes and a whole lot more, this definitive guide includes exciting pictures that
encourage your child to learn about their remarkable bodies. From the top of your head
to the tip of your toes, Human Body- A Children's Encyclopediais a book to excite and
educate a child's inquisitive mind. They'll meet the engine room of the body, the beating
heart; the brilliant brain; the amazing lungs and the super skeleton. With 10 sections
that explore the main systems of the body, let your child learn what makes the body tick
with Human Body- A Children's Encyclopedia.
This stunning visual guide explores and explains the greatest inventions, ideas, and
discoveries throughout the ages, and introduces their inventors. Discover the first
inventions, from fire, stone tools, and the wheel to ploughs and paper, that shaped
societies and grew mighty civilizations and empires such as those in ancient Greece,
ancient Rome, and ancient China. In the centuries that followed, "Eureka" moments
abounded, with James Watt's steam engine during the Industrial Revolution, Henry
Ford's car assembly line at the start of the 20th century, the Wright brothers' flying
machines, Thomas Edison's light bulb, John Logie Baird's television, and so much
more. Read about more recent, era-defining moments during the Digital Revolution,
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such as the first website developed by Tim Berners-Lee, and the growth in the use of
robotics in industry and at home. Inventions A Children's Encyclopediareveals the
stories behind crucial and quirky contraptions, products of the world's most brilliant
minds.
Explore the geographical wonders of Earth, from weather, to water to climates and
ecosystems Geography A Children's Encyclopedia is the ultimate children's guide to
our planet, covering the geological and environmental processes that (literally) shape
our world, from ice ages to global warming, earthquakes to tsunamis. Explore the
wonders of the natural world, from the peak of Everest to the very bottom of the
Mariana Trench, learning the whole way. Full of beautiful pictures bringing the natural
world to life, this encyclopedia shows Earth at its most amazing. Colourful diagrams
describe geological processes while the water cycle and the structure of a rainforest
canopy are fully explained. Physical and political maps will bring school projects extra
wow, and fact files describe each continent and country, revealing everyday life around
the globe. Children can carry the world wherever they go with Geography A Children's
Encyclopedia - from the deserts of Africa to the low countries of Europe, the lush
forests of Brazil to the coral reefs of Indonesia and Australia, this book expands
horizons and creates a fantastic grounding in the sciences of geography, geology and
sociology.
DK Children's EncyclopediaDK Children
Over three million copies and 25 years later, Children's Illustrated Encyclopedia is
revised and updated with the latest facts, figures, and technologies. Covering more
than 380 topics from dinosaurs to digital technology, this highly visual guide engages
young readers with photographic spreads and illustrations annotated with amazing
trivia. Featuring full-color photographs, maps, cutaway diagrams, charts, and more,
Children's Illustrated Encyclopedia is written in a clear and child-friendly style with
updates that include recent space missions, scientific breakthroughs, and the latest
significant events. Children's Illustrated Encyclopedia is perfect for reports, homework,
and independent research. A great addition to any bookshelf, Children's Illustrated
Encyclopedia is the essential book for curious young readers who want to know about
everything.
Full-color maps, photographs, and paintings illustrate a comprehensive reference guide to
American history.
Covers the processes and life forms of the natural world from A to Z.
Help your child learn all about the body from head to toe with First Human Body Encyclopedia.
They'll discover how our eyes work to how the heart pumps, plus interesting facts like what
happens to us as we grow up and how many bones make up our skeleton. From moving
muscles to the brain and senses, kids will love getting to grips with this exciting encyclopedia.
Perfect for homework or just for fun, First Human Body Encyclopedia is the ideal starting place
for children aged 6 and up intrigued about how our bodies work.
A stunning visual encyclopedia for kids, covering every aspect of science Science: A Children's
Encyclopedia brings all the essentials of science from elements and energy to gravity and the
Periodic Table to life with astonishing pictures for kids. Packed with fun facts for kids, this
encyclopedia will dazzle your child with interesting facts on everything from electricity and
engines to sound and waves. Full of high-quality photos and innovative graphics that help to
demonstrate key concepts. Science: A Children's Encyclopedia uses clear, age-appropriate
text that makes even complex topics easy to understand and is ideal for homework reference.
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Science: A Children's Encyclopedia is the perfect accessible encyclopedia packed with
pictures and fun facts for kids that will give a comprehensive introduction of key topics
including gravity and the Periodic Table which entertain and inform children.
The ultimate illustrated children's encyclopedia full of information and amazing images on over
250 key topics arranged from A to Z. This is the book that explains everything for kids aged 7
to 9. Packed with thousands of incredible and essential facts on favourite - and KS2 - subjects,
DK Children's Encyclopedia covers nine different colour coded subject areas: art, people,
history, earth, nature, science, technology, space and human body. Arranged alphabetically,
every page in this children's encyclopedia is packed with fun facts and amazing photographs.
Your child can dive straight in working from the front to the back or jump to a page that catches
their eye to discover all about our wonderful world. If they are not sure where to go next, the
'See also' boxes will suggest related topics. This lets children make links across topics and
subject areas and create their own journey through DK Children's Encyclopedia. There are
also comprehensive content and index pages and a glossary which lists of some of the more
difficult words with an explanation. While the reference section contains useful lists, diagrams
and tables, including a map of the world and lists of great artists, scientists and writers. Finally
there are 'The Story of...' pages which bring together information about different subjects to get
children thinking about things from lots of different angles. Inspiring and informative, the DK
Children's Encyclopedia is a classic encyclopedia and a book of wonder that will absorb and
engage children for many hours. Here's a selection of the topics in DK Children's
Encyclopedia: Ancient Egypt, Asia, Astronauts, Books, Brain, Cars, Coding, Compass, Dance,
Dinosaurs, Electricity, Engines, Farming, Flowers, Food, Gemstones, Galaxies, Heart, Incas,
Insects, Jupiter, Knights, Law, Magnets, Milky Way, Money, Music, North America, Oceania,
Pirates, Plastic, Rainforests, Reptiles, Robots, Sight, Skin, Sport, Theatre, Touch, Trains,
Uranus, Vikings, Volume, Weather, Zoo
Everything you ever wanted to know about spaceTake your child on a journey to space and
beyond, they’ll learn what space is and take a whirl around the sun, moon and stars.Packed
with out-of-this-world pictures from NASA and ESA missions, they’ll explore our universe as
never before. Exclusive interviews, eyewitness accounts, incredible facts and more will teach
them everything they need to know.It’s an incredible look at the universe in which we live –
perfect for space enthusiasts and budding astronomers.
Colourful encyclopedia for kids with exciting 3D digital illustrations that bring key topics to life!
The perfect first reference book that answers trivia questions for kids with exciting and colourful
3D digital illustrations. Did you know? Encyclopedia brings key subjects such as science,
geography and history to life, through beautiful 3D images and a fun interactive question and
answer format, making facts for kids fun and engaging. Did you know? Encyclopedia focuses
on the subjects that kids really want to know about and the questions that they ask helping
them easily learn new facts. From space and earth to people and nature, Did you know?
Encyclopedia is packed with colourful 3D images to engage kids and help them understand the
answer to their questions. Kids can look inside a volcano or into a beaver's lodge with the
amazing pictures which show more than normal photographs ever could. Plus kids will love the
200 free colourful stickers inside to decorate their belongings! Get your children learning with
this amazing kids encyclopedia packed with awe-inspiring 3D images which answer puzzling
trivia questions for kids.

A brand-new, traditional general reference title for kids ages 7-9 that encompasses all
that DK is about: age-appropriate, jargon-free text accompanied by detailed images on
a variety of topics all in one place, from science and nature to history and the arts.
Packed with information, each single-page entry--organized A to Z--in DK Children's
Encyclopedia features a key topic explained in a concise, age-appropriate, highly visual
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manner, with fun facts and extensive cross-references revealing the links between
subject areas. Kids can learn about Ancient Rome, chemistry, evolution, microscopic
life, robots, vikings, and so much more. Written and compiled by a team of experts,
vetted by educational consultants, and properly leveled to the reading age, DK
Children's Encyclopedia is set to become DK's next landmark reference title, and is the
ultimate book of knowledge for kids.
Brings the world into view for children. With its 450 featured subjects and over 1,500
sub-entries, this encylopedia entices children away from the TV to read, look and
discover for themselves. By placing the Eyewitness format within the A-Z organization
of the contents, this book contains the most up-to-date cartographic and political
information available.
Get children excited about science with this essential, encyclopedic introduction to
physics, chemistry, and biology. What makes a firework bang? How do plants use
sunlight to make food? What is the mysterious force that makes a magnet cling to your
refrigerator? With astonishing images, simple graphics, and crystal-clear text Science a
children's encyclopedia will explain the answers to all these questions, and many, many
more. Find out how chemistry begins with matter - the stuff we and our world are all
made of - and the building blocks of atoms, so super-small there are about one million,
million atoms on the dot of this "i". The science of physics explains forces, energy, light,
electricity, and magnetism. Forces are the hidden power behind everything on Earth,
and the Universe beyond. It's the force of gravity that keeps you stuck on Earth's
surface, so it's pretty important to understand. Biology is all about how living things
work, from tiny germs, to giant trees, to you! Did you know your amazing body has
more than 1,000 parts, including bones, muscles and other organs? Packed with the
essential information that every curious child needs to understand how our
extraordinary world works, Science a children's encyclopedia should be in every family
library.
This easy-to-use, richly photographed encyclopedia puts the wider world in context and
allows young readers to explore to their hearts' content. Great for visual learners and
ESL students, and for any child who loves pictures and words, The New Children's
Encyclopedia is sure to become a classic for home and school use.
Explore the hidden depths of the ocean with this stunning visual encyclopedia for kids
Ocean: A Children's Encyclopedia reveals the secrets of the seas through stunning
images and beautiful photography to engage and educate kids. From the Arctic to the
Caribbean, tiny plankton to giant whales, sandy beaches to the deepest depths, Ocean:
A Children's Encyclopedia let's your child discover the mysterious world beneath the
waves. Packed with fun facts for kids, this encyclopedia will dazzle your child covering
everything from sea creatures and ocean birds to the Great Barrier Reef. Topics are
presented through a combination of fun graphics, interesting fact-boxes and highquality photographs. Look up an individual subject for school projects or curious minds
can read from beginning to end!
Discover everything you ever wanted to know about anything with this first reference for
young readers and writers , in ebook format An inspiring and comprehensive collection
of the best in the DK First Reference series, all gathered together in one superb
volume. From prehistoric life to space travel, bacteria to the human brain help your child
discover all about the world we live in. Theyll discover how life on Earth began, how
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the human body works, how people lived in Ancient Egypt, why some dinosaurs were
so huge, what makes machines work, the countries of the world and much, much more.
Full of fantastic photos, bite-sized facts and quiz questions kids will love getting their
teeth into, there's lots to see and explore. Perfect for homework or just for fun. Go
ahead; let your child find out more about everything!
This beautiful art book for children charts the evolution of the greatest cultural
achievements in painting, sculpture and photography. Art- A Children's Encyclopedia
traces the development of painting, from prehistoric cave drawings to the Mona Lisa to
contemporary street art. Get to grips with world-famous sculptures, including the
Terracotta Army and Michelangelo's David. Find out about photography, from pinhole
cameras to digital imagery and iconic photography such as Neil Leifer's Ali versus
Liston. With amazing facts, clear explanations, and stunning photography, Art- A
Children's Encyclopediais the essential introduction to the art world for children.

Space- A Children's Encyclopedia is completely revised and updated for 2020,
with new images and information to cover the latest developments in all things
space-y. From Space travel and exploration, to the wonders of the Solar System
such as the Moon and the Sun, and the mysteries of the Universe such as dark
matter and black holes - this book covers all you need to know about the cosmos.
The most up-to-date images from space agencies such as NASA and ESA
combine with info panels, timelines, interviews, diagrams, and activities you can
do at home to help you understand the majesty and wonder of Space. Learn
about the Space Race, the Apollo Moon Landings, the Voyager craft that first
probed the outer planets and have now left the Solar System, the Hubble
telescope, and the International Space Station (ISS) - the state-of-the-art science
laboratory orbiting Earth - as well as future missions, space tourism, and the
latest discoveries in the furthest reaches of our galaxy. Discover how to work out
the constellations and where to look for prominent stars and planets in the night
sky, such as Venus and Mars, and how galaxies such as our Milky Way work and
were formed. Part of a series of award-winning, best-selling encyclopedias for
children, Space- A Children's Encyclopedia is a rocket ride from the beginning of
time to the near future, and from planet Earth out to the furthest reaches of the
Universe.
Part of the series of award-winning, best-selling DK encyclopedias for children,
this title has been completely revised to provide a comprehensive visual
exploration of the entire range of prehistoric animal life. Dinosaurs: a children's
encyclopedia is not simply a catalogue of facts and photos - it is a visual
celebration of the history of all life on Earth, with a special focus on dinosaurs.
More than 100 dinosaur species are featured, many illustrated with brand new
artworks, exclusive to DK. The new images vividly reflect the very latest research
into what these prehistoric creatures looked like, including thrilling new
discoveries about feathered dinosaurs. Previous edition: 9781405367684
Packed with facts, this miniature encyclopaedia is designed to be both
fascinating and fun to use and covers a vast scope of information, from the Earth,
its plants and animals, to its people and discoveries.
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From lightning-wielding Zeus, the supreme Greek god, to protective Hathor, the
Egyptian goddess of love - heroes, gods, and monsters are brought to life in
these retellings of myths from around the world. Myths and Legends is a
children's book that invites you to explore all the well-known stories from Greek
and Norse mythology, and a range of other cultures across more than 100 tales.
Discover the fascinating myths of Anansi, the West African trickster god who
takes the form of a spider; Changing Woman, the Navajo nature goddess who
changes her dress with the seasons; or Tane, the Maori forest god who first
brought death to the world. Read about ferocious, man-eating monsters such as
the Minotaur and Fafnir the dragon, and the legendary heroes that fought them,
like Theseus and Sigurd. Also included are the legends of Robin Hood, and of
King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, epics such as the Mahabharata
and Gilgamesh, and a host of tales from Aztec mythology and a range of other
cultures. As well as offering the retellings themselves, Myths and Legends- A
Children's Encyclopedia investigates the meanings of these primal stories,
examining why these tales have stood the test of time over thousands of years.
Themed features draw together elements that are common to myths from all over
the world, such as shape-changers, mythical beasts, and magical weapons.
Panels on modern retellings, such as China's The Monkey King and Marvel's
Thor, help to show why these myths are still relevant to our lives today.
"New edition, fully revised and updated"--Cover.
Step into the prehistoric world with this comprehensive visual encyclopedia,
packed with more than 60 well-known dinosaurs. Full of fascinating facts and
dramatic, specially commissioned illustrations, and based on the latest
paleontological research, this is a definitive A-Z of dinosaurs-from Allosaurus to
Zuniceratops. Accessible, entertaining, and authoritative, this comprehensive
visual encyclopedia is the perfect introduction to the world of dinosaurs for
children aged eight and above.
"Discusses key concepts in biology, physics, chemistry, and other scientific fields,
and includes fast fact boxes, images and diagrams, and information about key
scientists and their work."-Important historical topics from the Stone Age and Ancient Egypt to the US Civil War
and World War II are clearly explained in this fun and informative illustrated history
book for children studying KS1 and KS2 subjects. First History Encyclopedia covers
everything a young child needs to know. It follows the curriculum for Key Stages 1 and
2 and provides a strong foundation for history learning through the rest of the school
years. It is the perfect homework help book to support children as they begin to learn
about history. This history book sits in DK's popular First Reference series. It introduces
exciting periods and civilizations, such as the Romans, Vikings, and Aztecs, that will get
kids hooked on learning about the past.
A highly illustrated one-volume encyclopedia containing 450 main entries ranging from
Aboriginal Australians to Zoos.
????????????, ?????, ??????, ?????, ?????, ????, ????????, ????????, ??????.
Discover everything you ever wanted to know about anything with this first reference
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book for young readers and writers An inspiring and comprehensive collection of the
best in the DK First Reference series, all gathered together in one superb volume. From
prehistoric life to space travel, bacteria to the human brain, help your child discover all
about the world we live in. They'll discover how life on Earth began, how the human
body works, how people lived in Ancient Egypt, why some dinosaurs were so huge,
what makes machines work, the countries of the world and much, much more. Full of
fantastic photos, bite-sized facts and quiz questions kids will love getting their teeth
into, there's lots to see and explore. Perfect for homework or just for fun. Go ahead; let
your child find out more about everything!
A picture encyclopedia that covers the human body, the family, homes, pets, sports,
and other aspects of the world.
"10,000 stunning photographs and illustrations catalog the wonders of history, space,
the natural world, and more in Picturepedia. Bringing together an amazing array of
images to explain every topic under the sun - and beyond, Picturepedia is the ultimate
resource for kids ages 9- 12. Chapters on science and technology, nature, geography,
culture, sports and hobbies, and history cover insects, musical instruments, spacecraft,
world maps, famous discoveries, prehistoric life, and more."--Publisher's website.
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